BUILD_OWN_FFTW triggers no-SSE warning

05/14/2015 10:20 AM - Berk Hess

Due to my change d33720e6 setting BUILD_OWN_FFTW generates a warning about no SSE being enabled in FFTW. This is because I replaced the positive test on AVX by a negative test on SSE and AVX_128. Apparently BUILD_OWN_FFTW sets HAVE_SIMD somewhere. I don't fully understand how this works, so it might be better if someone else fixes this.
Gerrit received a related patchset ‘1’ for Issue #1735.
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#4 - 06/04/2015 10:47 AM - Berk Hess
- Status changed from In Progress to Closed

Fixed for 5.0.6.